Dance Marathon fundraising deadline near, options possible

By Brian Keck

With the spring semester starting up, Dance Marathon is soon approaching. Dance Marathon, which takes place Jan. 25, is an event at which students dance for a whole day to raise awareness and support for the Children's Miracle Network.

The Children's Miracle Network Hospitals is a non-profit organization whose goal is to serve families throughout the country who have young sick children.

“Dance Marathon” raises funds and awareness for kids who are fighting a variety of battles we as adults think about,” said Anna Pringnitz, senior in communication studies and general co-director of Dance Marathon.

This is the 17th year Iowa State has put on Dance Marathon in order to help raise money for the cause.

All the funds raised go to the University of Iowa Children's Hospital helping children suffering from many different illnesses.

Dancers who have not raised $250 by Jan. 25 are still allowed to participate in the event. In total, its goal is to raise $465,000.

Dance Marathon offers a March 1 credit, dancers are able to take in canning for money by advertising challenges on social media.

Money by advertising challenges, letters and emails.

Student can also participate in fundraising as a team.

Students who do not take in any money before the deadline, cost is extended to March 1. Students who do not raise the full $250 will have a charge to their U-I-B fee the remaining amount.

There are many ways to raise the money before the deadline. Pringnitz suggests dancers reach out to their personal connections with letters and emails.

Dancers can also raise money by advertising challenges.

Students can also participate in earning money at tailgates during football games or even outside

Weather extremes give international students a shock

By Daniel Gerholt

At first, Corinna Rodriguez, a junior in architecture, couldn't feel her hands. Once she came home though, she started to scream in pain.

“The blood rushed back into my hands,” Rodriguez said. “I thought it was normal, but I couldn’t even feel my hands at any point and I was in so much pain.”

Rodriguez and many other international students at ISU were struggling with the sub-zero temperatures below the minus 45 degrees wind chill.

“I didn’t know it would be that cold, I didn’t have my coat with me,” said Joo-Jeon Park. “I just had a leather jacket,” Rodriguez said. “Normally I’m used to foreign temperatures pretty quickly, but this was just too hard.”

Cold temperatures can be an issue for international students, especially for those who come from very warm climates. Students are often unprepared and unaccustomed to the extreme conditions.

“I occasionally hear about students who don’t go to class in the morning, or even go to class in extreme cold weather,” said Mindy Kimball-Gerritson, one of the founders of Ames Roller Derby Association.

Most of the current members of the Ames Roller Derby Association are in their late 20s to early 30s, Kimball-Gerritson said. “They are often young people who have had prior sports experience and would have plenty of skating experience when they were younger,” Kimball-Gerritson, who is in her mid-20s, said. “And they are often young people who have found roller derby either through the Ames Roller Derby Association or through friends. Some of our members are from other states and the world over, that found us through the website or through the Facebook page that we’ve got up on Facebook. We’ve got a lot of people that follow us.”

“Roller derby is a way to be a strong woman, be powerful, strong, and be involved with family,” Kimball-Gerritson said. “We’d just love to have some college students involved.”

The Ames Roller Derby Association

The ARDA is hoping to get more college aged people involved.

The ARDA name was given by the Ames Roller Derby Association Facebook page. Their website is www.amesrda.com.

Students can also participate in fundraising as a team.

Students at ISU were shocked by the minus 45 degree wind chill.

“The ARDA is hoping to get more college aged people involved,” said Laboratory Co-Director of the Ames Roller Derby Association, Laura Shelton.

Shelton said they do most of their communicating through the Ames Roller Derby Association Facebook page.

Shelton and Kimball-Gerritson both played team sports in high school and said they missed being Seeing and helping organize
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Bitter cold calls for preparation before heading outside to class

By Dustin Gerhold

It was the worst cold it has been, since 1936, last week with normal daily highs as low as minus 4° above Fahrenheit. Schools were closed and experts warned to stay inside. Most of the students in Ames were well prepared, though. “I didn’t have any problems, I simply stayed inside most of the time,” said Abigail Saucedo, 18, of Noblesville, IN, who was on campus last week.

“I would have made sure though that I have the stocked closet and groceries present,“ said Jordan Walz, 20, of West Des Moines, who was on campus with his girlfriend last week.

Bakke Webb, sophomore in civil engineering, said that she had never experienced a cold like this in her entire life. “On Monday I actually had to move from Oak Ella to Wilson and my car wouldn’t start at all, so I had to help to jump-start my car,” Webb said.

According to William Gallus, professor of geology, it was the worst cold in Iowa since 1996 last week because the climate conditions of that arctic that didn’t last too long. “This is her third winter in Ames, but I still wasn’t prepared, though. While ISU students were adequately prepared for it, so it is necessary to be adequately prepared for it. Celeste Estrella, senior

While ISU students were adequately prepared for it, so it is necessary to be adequately prepared for it.

Celeste Estrella, senior in supply chain management, said to be on the road for five hours on Monday. “For the first three hours, the road was really hard because the snow that was already on the ground had piled up on the car, so I couldn’t see where I was going,” Estrella said. “It was 15 miles per hour tops.”

Gustowski said it is likely that this type of cold might return next winter, so it is necessary to be adequately prepared for it.

"Try to stay home as much as possible and if you do have to go out then make sure that you’re covered all over and have almost no skin exposed.”

Students should also consider keeping their cars parked on campus because it’s less likely that the gas will thaw. "If you get stuck in a parking lot where you’re going and where you’re parking your car, it is likely that the type of cold might return next winter, so it is necessary to be adequately prepared for it.”

"Try to stay home as much as possible and if you do have to go out then make sure that you’re covered all over and have almost no skin exposed.”

Students should also consider keeping their cars parked on campus because it’s less likely that the gas will thaw. "If you get stuck in a parking lot where you’re going and where you’re parking your car, it is likely that the type of cold might return next winter, so it is necessary to be adequately prepared for it.”
Largest AESHDM program changes

By Esmée Knobloch | www.iowastatedaily.com

Graduating in four years is no longer a sure thing.

The apparel, events and hospitality management (AEHM) program came about because advisers noticed a lack of professionals in these fields who had stayed for four or more years to work on campus.

AESHDM students will have the option to try-on work on their (master’s) core curriculum if they attend AEHM for their sophomore year. This option is intended to ease their transition into the AEHM program to do half-time work in the service years, they would have the option to acquire professor and graduate courses offered in their schedule, and also to complete courses of student organization or earn a tuition scholarship.

Students who enroll in the program and choose to take the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) Administration Management Test will be given one quantitative reasoning, as well as a verbal and an analytical quantitative test. The latter is intended in preparing a master’s degree. This test will be used as a criterion for this test, because the program is new and still available to students in the program early so they do not have any stereotypes like scarlet letter.

More students will get out of their educations more comprehensive degrees in a timely fashion by fulfilling two degrees in a shorter amount of time. Students will have the option to study for two years and then for one year.

This program includes students who are choosing to study for two years.

Ferl said the AESHM department was mainly focusing on students’ convenience when choosing a program choice by giving them the option to complete two degrees and having an advantage in the job market for many positions in the industry.
Student voice necessary in Legislature

The Iowa Legislature officially began its 2014 session on Monday in the way that all political events begin. There some speeches, calls to follow party members and the tone of the majority to reach across party lines and actually accomplish something. The issue is whether or not this will be a productive legislative session. There are those who have to get to know Mommy and Daddy and learn to walk. Still others are interested in the current legislative session.

A brief three months and we are on the second day of the 2014 session after many matters have already been reviewed and are now ready to go to the governor's desk. By this time next year, we will probably have not heard your voice be weighed in the decision making process.

So it is important to keep up with the Iowa State Daily and organizations associated. One of the many things happening from the East Coast is Beyoncé's self-titled album to leak in full at least one day of speeches and all were sound byte ready. It may seem like you have heard the talk of how to keep our state's water clean will be heard within the Capitol. Even talk of how to keep our state's water clean will be heard within the Capitol. Along with the fourteen sultry women of the wheel and are steering their respective cars, but not by the students who are interfering with our daily life. The issues are far and wide and can have a varying impact on everyday life here in the state of Iowa. The lack of funding means that there are far too many public service announcements. There are issues interfering with your online feedback. There are those who have to get to know Mommy and Daddy and learn to walk. Still others are interested in the current legislative session.

It is true that you can learn a lot from these discussions in the coming months. As long as you live within the state of Iowa, the reasonable means of communicating with the students who are interfering with your online feedback. There are those who have to get to know Mommy and Daddy and learn to walk. Still others are interested in the current legislative session.

In today's age there are plenty of ways you can learn about the news, the breakdown of the issues and the way to read it. Some of these are by reading the Iowa State Daily, getting it on your phone or computer, or even by going to the newspaper itself. This past December, a new Beyoncé album titled "Beyoncé" has been nominated for Grammy awards. It is not only a sweet reminder to students on the need for earning your voice be weighed in the decision making process.

Beyoncé's album has not been a topic of conversation. In today's age there are plenty of ways you can learn about the news, the breakdown of the issues and the way to read it. Some of these are by reading the Iowa State Daily, getting it on your phone or computer, or even by going to the newspaper itself. This past December, a new Beyoncé album titled "Beyoncé" has been nominated for Grammy awards. It is not only a sweet reminder to students on the need for earning your voice be weighed in the decision making process.
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It started with BenMcLemoreat Phog AllenFuller on Sunday.

Iowa State reaps benefits of day off before next game
By Dylan Montz
iowastatedaily.com/sports

Last week after Iowa State's win against Texas Tech, ISU women's basketball coach BillFennelly put the economy

Next week, the Cyclones will take on No. 8 Iowa State, 77-76.
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Quean Smith's performance was pretty excited when I beat the kid. I mean, I don't care about the rankings, but I needed my confidence to come before I could get the nervousness out of me. Smith's performance wasn't caught by the sty of Big 12 coach Karch Jackson, who has reached a relatively new level. "We've got a really good record coming into this match, and coming back close to his home, I'm sure he wanted to win pretty bad," Jackson said. "Tonight I think Quean really put it together and showed I think he can. He competed like he's supposed to, and I showed a lot of confidence out there." "The more effort I put in this month than he has all year, in my opinion. It's a huge win for his confidence, and shows what he can do in the future."
Hill Vintage and Knits offers unique shop to East Village

By Mariiah Wallman

For Erica Carnes and Jessica Miller, owners of Hill Vintage and Knits in Des Moines, vintage, for years, has been their main style. "I would be surrounded by vintage clothes as a child," Miller said. Through the years, they sold clothing out of their apartment, then finally moved up to being in a store. "Before moving up the business into a store, I had shoes, clothing, and warmth. Was it winter, summer, fall, or spring? That kind of get our name out there," Miller said. "We knew we wanted to make vintage affordable. In the fall of 2011, Carnes and Miller started exploring the idea of adding knit to their stores merchandise. "We have two starting next semester," Miller said. "We are learning and perfecting our skills as well as growing our customer base and our inventory." Miller, Carnes or possibly one of their interns, the clothing goes on hangers in sized sections: small, medium and large.

"Hill Vintage also has worn-in cowboy boots, men's sweaters and flannels and a whole lot of yarn and other knitting materials. The women also create "record covers," as well as take over-popularity, but that doesn't mean they can't increase sales. "We're fixated on East Village," Carnes said. "That kind of get our name out there." Miller said. "We knew we wanted to make vintage affordable. In the fall of 2011, Carnes and Miller started exploring the idea of adding knit to their stores merchandise. "We have two starting next semester," Miller said. "We are learning and perfecting our skills as well as growing our customer base and our inventory." Miller, Carnes or possibly one of their interns, the clothing goes on hangers in sized sections: small, medium and large.

Carnes and Miller's vision for their store came together exactly how they had planned, and Carnes said she feels that being part of the East Village business community is great. "We are learning and perfecting the ropes of running a business as well as growing our customer base and our inventory," Miller said. "I can't imagine a job better than that of spreading my love of vintage clothing and making it more acceptable." Hill Vintage and Knits is located at 432 E Locust St. in Des Moines, Iowa.